
¨Pay attention to the deceptive policies of Rajavi and peo-
ple’s mujahedin organization in France¨ 

 

According to the news which has been received from Irani-
an refugee camps in Europe, we got informed that people’s 
mujahedin organization intends on 23 of June ,2012 to   
organize a ceremony in the Villepinte Village in France. 
For informing the public opinion we draw your attention to 
the following subjects: 

1. According to the organizing of this ceremony in 30 

Khordad ( 23 June) which is the anniversary of the begin-
ning of the huge explosions and blind terrors in Iran , pro-
ves that the leaders of pmoi ,Massoud Rajavi as the leader 
of National Council of Resistance (NCR) and Maryam 
Ghajar Azdanlo as the third wife of Massoud Rajavi and 
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forcible and impo-
sed president of this 
council (NCR) in 
Paris , support the 
blind terrors as well 
as the suicide opera-
tion in 1981 in Iran 
which caused panic 
and public fear and 
this flow falsely claims through its lawyers in the law 
courts that they have rejected the arm struggle. 

2. The people’s mujahedin organization for deceiving the 
public opinion and for organizing this ceremony utilize the 
non Iranian people by paying their transportation fee as 
well as 3 days trip in Paris with hotel and …………etc , 
tries its best to show their sham popularity among Iranian 
people by the presence of those non Iranian people in this 
ceremony in Villepinte in France. This method has been 
used many times by this organization in the past and fortu-
nately this fake method has been revealed by news agen-
cies . 

3. In circumstances that pmoi with its presence on Iraqi soil 
as the enemy of Iranian people and as Saddam Hussein’s 
Persian language mercenaries has been known and recogni-
zed since 30 years ago and as the fifth column of Saddam 
Hussein Army , they have killed many Iranian soldiers and 
people ,and as a result of that they are very unpopular 
among Iranian people. 

4. This organization tries its best in this ceremony to pay 
100000 dollars just for 10 minu-

Continued on Page 2 



te speech to draw the attention of the retired politicians to 
support pmoi and they utilize this method to deceive the 
public opinion . 

5. According to the recent statement of an American 
responsible official ,Mr. Henry Wooster Deputy Director of 
the Office of Iranian Affairs in the US state depart-

ment ,about pmoi terrorist group ¨ ……… one of the prob-
lems which we have with mujahedin khalgh (PMOI) is that 
in our opinion they can not be as a representative of a de-
mocratic reformist movement in Iran……….¨ it seems that 
making supporting policies with the price of dollar has been 
defeated heavily and this issue has begotten a severe passi-
vity in pmoi leadership and their hopes for going forward in 
gaining the supporting policies of US has failed . 

6. According to the facts mentioned above , we would like 
to inform you respectfully that in confronting with the re-
presentatives of this espionage     organization (pmoi) you 
should be very careful not to involve yourself in their poli-
cies which work like trap and ambush. They are not a de-
mocratic alternative for the future of Iran and any support 
of this organization is condemned and rejected by Iranian 
people . 

The Iran pen club comprises of the victims and deceived 
people from this violent and dange-
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rous religious cult , ac 

cording to its humanitarian policies submit this letter to you 
and surely we declare that we are ready to inform you about 
this organization and also we declare that we are ready to    
participate in face to face meeting with you with credible 
docu 

ments to inform you more about the real essence and the    

content of mujahedin’s cult . 

Respectfully 

Iran Pen Club 

Open letter of Iran Pen Club to the authorities and responsible 
officials in France 

Continued from Page  1 

In circumstances that pmoi with its presence on Iraqi soil as the enemy of Iranian people and as 
Saddam Hussein’s Persian language mercenaries has been known and recognized since 30 years 
ago and as the fifth column of Saddam Hussein Army , they have killed many Iranian soldiers 
and people ,and as a result of that they are very unpopular among Iranian people. 



Mojahedin.ws, June 11, 2012 

http://www.mojahedin.ws/en/?p=16332 

Reports confirm that the French Ministry of Justice has sum-
moned Maryam Rajavi, the Paris based leader of the terrorist 
MKO, to a Paris court following investigations into her terro-
rist activities. The subpoena was issued to probe into her invol-
vement in terrorist acts, money laundry, blatant violation of 
human rights, self-immolation and other lawsuits filed against 
the terrorist group. 

On 16 June 2003 the French best-known anti-terrorist judge, 
Jean Louis Bruguiere, issued a detention order accusing MKO 
of “terrorist activities, association with a terrorist organization 
and financing terrorist operations”. Following the order and on 
17 June 2003 more than 1.200 police forces launched the lar-
gest police operation in three decades to raid 13 MKO-run 
offices in the suburbs of Paris, including its headquarters at 
Auvers-sur-Oise and arrested 164 suspected MKO cadres as 
well as Maryam Rajavi herself. 

To protest her arrest, the members of the group demonstrated a 
horrible potentiality concealed from the outsiders since then. 
According to reports issued by MKO’s media, “16 people at-
tempted to set themselves alight in three days in Paris, Berne, 
Rome, London, Ottawa, Athens and Nicosia”. The human tra-
gedy ended with two deaths; two women, Sediqeh Mojaveri, 
44-year-old, and Neda Hassani, 19-year-old, died because of 
the self-immolation injuries. 

After the fall of Saddam, when the group was disarmed by the 
coalition forces in Iraq, MKO wore a pro-democratic mask and 
Maryam Rajavi was tasked with establishing and leading the 
group’s headquarters in Auvers-Sur-Oise, north of Paris, to 
mastermind terrorist plots under a democratic profile. The in-
vestigation into the group’s terrorist charges continues in 
French courts. 
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Maryam Rajavi Appears before Paris Court 

A subpoena was issued to probe into Rajavi’s involvement in a variety of terrorist charges 

... Reports confirm that the French Ministry of Justice has 
summoned Maryam Rajavi, the Paris based leader of the 
terrorist MKO, to a Paris court following investigations 
into her terrorist activities. The subpoena was issued to 
probe into her involvement in terrorist acts, money 
laundry, blatant violation of human rights, self-
immolation and other lawsuits filed against the terrorist 
group. On 16 June 2003 the French best-known anti-
terrorist judge, Jean Louis Bruguiere, issued a detention 
order accusing MKO of “terrorist activities, association 
with a terrorist organization and financing terrorist 
operations”. Following the order and on 17 June 2003 ... 



Aria Iran, Paris, June 13 2012 

Translated by Iran Interlink 

http://www.ariairan.info/est-ce-que-la-
france-est-devenue 

-un-refuge-ideal-pour-les-terroristes-
des- 

moudjahiddines-du-people/ 

Dear Madam Minister, 

We, the victims of the Rajavi cult demand that Massoud 
and Maryam Rajavi, Mehdi Abrishamchi, Seyed Moham-
mad Mohaddessin and other leaders of this organization 
based in Auvers sur Oise be tried in court. Maryam and 
Massoud Rajavi, Mehdi Abrishamchi, Seyed Mohammad 
Mohaddessin and other leaders of the PMOI based in Au-
vers sur Oise terrorists are terrorist plotters. They have com-
mitted many crimes in Iran and Iraq. The time has come for 
them to be brought to court and answer for the crimes they 

committed against Iranians and Iraqi Kurds. 

The PMOI claims to be the opposition of Iran but has no 
popular support in Iran. Do you know that the Iranians re-
cognize this organization as a terrorist cult and despise it? 

Each of the PMOI leaders, currently resident in Auvers sur 
Oise, have caused the murders of 400 innocent people 
through the use of bomb explosions. The Iranian Mojahedin 
exploit French and European democracy to manipulate pub-
lic opinion. Is it right that a group of criminal terrorists coe-
xists along with French citizenry? 

Maryam Rajavi and other leaders of the PMOI have perso-
nally participated in assassinations and terrorist operations. 
Look at their pictures. Today in their modern clothes they 
boast they are supporters of democracy and thereby mani-
pulate others. 

Commanders and members of the PMOI, located in Auvers 
sur Oise, are included on the blacklist of Canada, the USA 
and Australia. How come these people are free in France 
even though they are planning terrorist operations against 
Iranians? 

The U.S. State Department and Human Rights Watch repor-
ted that the Rajavi cult mistreated dissidents. The PMOI has 
imprisoned, tortured and murdered dissidents in its camps. 

The Mojahedin-e Khalq organization held meetings in Fran-
ce claiming to be the democratic opposition against Iran. 
You know that most participants of their rallies are not Ira-
nian and they come in exchange for some money and free 
travel tickets. How can a terrorist organization have so 
much money? 

Some politicians have TAKEN PART in the international 
meetings of Maryam Rajavi. The international media revea-
led that these characters received from 40,000 to 160,000 
dollars for every speech they made in favour of this organi-
zation. Where does the PMOI get this money? Are you 
aware that these characters are being prosecuted by U.S. 
courts? 

Maryam and Massoud Rajavi, Mehdi Abrishamchi, Seyed 
Mohammad Mohaddessin and other PMOI leaders based in 
Auvers sur Oise formed a very dangerous terrorist cult. Un-
der the order of the leaders of this organization, on 17 and 
19 June 2003, more than 20 members of the PMOI set 
themselves on fire in the public streets of France and Euro-
pe. Why does the French justice system not achieve so-
mething in this issue? 

Why are these terrorists not brought to justice? With their 
financial means they are able to threaten and stifle their 
opponents. 

We, the victims of the Rajavi cult, demand that Massoud 
and Maryam Rajavi, Mehdi Abrishamchi, Seyed Moham-
mad Mohaddessin and other leaders of this organization 
based in Auvers sur Oise be tried in a court of law. France 
must show its resolve in the fight against terrorism and fo-
reign threats. 

Letter signed by; 

Victims and former members of the terrorist Mojahedin-e 
Khalq. 

Letter sent to: 

Christiane Taubira-Minister of Justice, Keeper of the Seals 

The Elysee 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Mr. Manuel Valls, the Minister of the Interior 

12/06/2012 

Aria Iran 
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Letter from Aria Iran to the French Minister of Justice 

Has France become a haven for the terrorist Mojahedin-e Khalq? 

... Commanders and members of the PMOI, located in Auvers sur Oise, are included on the 
blacklist of Canada, the USA and Australia. How come these people are free in France even 
though they are planning terrorist operations against Iranians? The U.S. State Department and 



UN News Centre, June 12 2012 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?
NewsID=42192&Cr=Iraq&Cr1 

Special Representative Martin Kobler. UN Photo/Devra Ber-
kowitz 

Special Representative Martin Kobler. UN Photo/Devra Ber-
kowitz 

The United Nations top envoy in Iraq today voiced his con-
cern about the delay in the relocation of the residents of 
Camp New Iraq – formerly known as Camp Ashraf – to a 
new location, Camp Hurriya, prior to resettlement in third 
countries. 

“I urge the remaining residents of Camp Ashraf to relocate to 
Camp Hurriya without delay,” the Secretary-General’s Speci-
al Representative and head of the UN Assistance Mission for 
Iraq (UNAMI), Martin Kobler, said. “The relocation process 
should not be stalled. I am concerned that there will be vio-
lence if the relocation doesn’t recommence. Any violence 
would be unacceptable.” 

“I call on the Government of Iraq to avoid any forceful relo-

cation. Each relocation must be voluntary. The United Nati-
ons supports only a peaceful, humanitarian solution and 
stands ready to facilitate,” he added in an UNAMI statement. 

The Mission added that the relocation to Camp Hurriya has 
been stalled since the arrival of a fifth group of residents on 5 
May. 

Camp New Iraq – made up of several thousand Iranian exiles, 
many of them members of a group known as the People’s 
Mojahedeen of Iran – has been one of the main issues dealt 
with by UNAMI for more than 18 months. 

 

In line with a memorandum of understanding signed in De-
cember 2011 by the UN and the Iraqi Government to resolve 
the situation, some two-thirds of the residents, or 2,000 peo-
ple, were re-located to a temporary transit location near 
Baghdad known as Camp Hurriya – and formerly known as 
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Camp Liberty – where a process to determine refugee status 
is being carried out by the Office of the UN High Commissi-
oner for Refugees (UNHCR). 

 

UNAMI added that the relocation process has come a long 
way since February 2012. Two thirds of the residents have 
already moved to Camp Hurriya, prior to resettlement abro-
ad. Among them are hundreds of people with special needs, 
suffering from disabilities and serious medical conditions. 

“I also urgently call on States to include residents who are 
eligible for refugee status in their resettlement quotas and to 
offer them a path to a more hopeful future outside Iraq,” Mr. 
Kobler said. 

 

UNAMI staff monitor the human rights and humanitarian 
situation during the relocation process and provide round-the-
clock human rights monitoring at Camp Hurriya. 

Under the memorandum of understanding from last Decem-
ber, the Government of Iraq is responsible for the safety and 
security of the residents during their relocation and for the 
duration of their stay at the camp. 

 

----------- 

UN envoy concerned about delay in relocating Iranian exiles living in Iraqi camp 

... The United Nations top envoy in Iraq today voiced his concern about the delay in the relocation of the 
residents of Camp New Iraq – formerly known as Camp Ashraf – to a new location, Camp Hurriya, prior 
to resettlement in third countries. “I urge the remaining residents of Camp Ashraf to relocate to Camp 
Hurriya without delay,” the Secretary-General’s Special Representative and head of the UN Assistance 
Mission for Iraq (UNAMI), Martin Kobler, said. “The relocation process should not be stalled. I am 
concerned that there will be violence if the relocation doesn’t recommence. Any violence would be 
unacceptable.” ... 



 

A c c o r -
ding to 
t h e 
Guardi-
an artic-
le, some 
US offi-
c i a l s 
w h o 
su spec t 
Safavi’s 
c l a i m , 
say because of the amounts involved, money is coming from 
other sources, mostly likely Saudi Arabia and Israel.[5] 

 

The report somehow confirms what former CIA official Phi-
lip Giraldi had previously revealed on the MKO-Israel relati-
onship-both financial and military.”The group appear to have 

ample financial resources, and it is generally believed that at 
least some of the money comes from Mossad,” he writes.” 
the MEK is able to place full-page ads in major US newspa-
pers and is also known to pay hefty speaker’s fees to major 
political figures who are willing to speak publicly on its be-
half.”[6] 

 

Justin Raimondo, the editor of antiwar.com finds it fair to 
ask where all this unaccounted for cash is coming from. 
"while the Rajavi-ites use the familiar methods employed by 
cults to strip their members of all their assets -see the AlJa-
zeera video for a heart-rending account of how a major MEK 
spokesman ripped off his own elderly parents- it seems likely 
that, during their sojourn as Saddam Hussein’s favorite as-
sassins, the MEK received compensation from the Iraqi dic-
tator for slaughtering the Kurds and other regime opponents 
so efficiently and ruthlessly,” Raimondo asserts. He conclu-
des that those former US officials are actually “recipients of 
Saddam’s gold.”[7] 
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Mazda Parsi, Nejat Bloggers, June 13 2012 

http://www.nejatngo.org/en/post.aspx?id=4523 

It was about 3 months ago that US Treasury department 
appeared to begin an investigation to figure out the sources 
of payments offered to prominent former American officials 
over their speeches in support of the Mujahedin Khalq Or-
ganization . Americans are prohibited by law from doing 
business with designated terrorist groups.[1] 

 

Besides, Security Council of the United Nations on Septem-
ber 28, 2001, issued Resolution 1373 calling on “all states 
to combat international terrorism". By resolution 1373 the 
council established a committee of the council "to monitor 
the resolution’s implementation and called an all States to 
report on actions they had taken to that end.”[2] 

“the council also decided that States should prohibited their 
nationals and persons or entities in their territories from 

making funds, financial assets, economic resources, financi-
al or other related services available to persons commit or 
attempt to commit, facilitate or participate in the commissi-
on of terrorist acts”, according to the resolution." States 
should also refrain from providing any form of support to 
entities or persons involved in terrorist acts; take the neces-
sary steps to prevent the commission of terrorist acts, deny 
safe haven to those who finance, plan, support, commit ter-
rorist acts and provide safe havens as well.”[3] 

The resolution also calls on the states to intensify and acce-
lerate the exchange of information regarding terror acts and 
forged or falsified documents made by terrorist groups. 
Thus, it doesn’t seem so difficult to figure out financial re-
sources of the MKO if the US Treasury Department is truly 
concerned about them – and it must be concerned. 

While the MKO’s spokesman Ali Safavi said the funds for 
the pro-MKO campaign come from Iranian Americans [4], 
there are various reports and testimonies on the group’s 
affluent resources. 

Simple Answer to Mojahedin Khalq’s Financial Resources Puzzle  

... According to the Guardian article, some US officials who suspect Safavi’s claim, say because 
of the amounts involved, money is coming from other sources, mostly likely Saudi Arabia and 
Israel.[5] The report somehow confirms what former CIA official Philip Giraldi had previously 
revealed on the MKO-Israel relationship-both financial and military.”The group appear to have 
ample financial resources, and it is generally believed that at least some of the money comes from 
Mossad,” he writes.” the MEK is able to place full-page ads in major US newspapers and is also 
known to pay hefty speaker’s fees to major political figures ... 



group and definitely simple to prove the felony committed by 
their material supporters. 

By Mazda Parsi 
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[1] Shane, Scott, US Supporters of Iranian Group Face Scruti-
ny New York times,March13,2012 
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It sounds that Saddam Hussein has been the group’s basic 
financial resource including funds illegally siphoned from 
the UN Oil-for-Food program until the fall of Iraqi dictator 
in 2003.[8] The report is confirmed by testimonies of for-
mer members of the group. Mrs. Maryam Sanjabi, a former 
member of the MKO's elite council said that based on 
agreements held between MKO ringleaders and Iraq’s offi-
cials in 1987,saddam’s regime allocated the revenues gai-
ned from selling 50000 barrels per day of oil to the MEK 
in addition to arms and logistic, reported FNA.[9] 

 

Sanjabi revealed that the group used to smuggle the Iraqi 
oil supplies to foreign markets after Kuwait war and the 
UN oil embargo against Saddam’s regime! the group used 
its front companies to sell Iraqi oil. Ali Hussein Nezhad 
who was Rajavi’s Private interpreter in the MKO, escaped 
the group in late April. Immediately after his defection, he 
published an announcement in which he denounces the 
“cult of Rajavi” . regarding the group’s financial resources, 
Hussein Nezhad writes:”As we see, Rajavi’s claims of 
Iranian’s financial support for the group and all his tricks 
in fundraising programs are shallow and just like a cover to 
hide the oil resources they plundered from Iraqi people; 
like a justification to whiten their multi-million operating 
cost.”[10] 

He reveals facts of Saddam’s generosity towards Massoud 
Rajavi:”in his last visit with Saddam Hussein in August 
2000, Rajavi asked Hussein to increase his oil share up to 
100 thousand barrels a day (3 million barrels a month), 
according to documents and letters I translated or reports 
composed by his closest comrades that I could read.” 

 

He explained how the MKO managed to turn Saddam’s 
gifts into dollars: ”Rajavi received his oil share in coupons 
which were then sent to Europe to be changed into dol-
lars.”[11] 

Rajavi’s quota from Iraqi oil also included other amounts 
of oil funneled to his cult by Saddam Hussein out of UN 
Oil for Food program, according to Hussein Nezhad.[12] 

Naturally, the MKO revenue from oil resources was in-
vested in European banks and industry, the former MKO 
member revealed. 

Considering various reports and testimonies on the group’s 
financial resources, it actually seems simple to discover the 
origins of their funds. It won’t be so difficult to find the 
affiliated companies working with this terrorist designated 

Continued on Page 8 

Simple Answer to Mojahedin Khalq’s Financial Resources Puzzle  



Aria Iran, Paris, June 13 2012 

Translated by Iran Interlink 

Link to the original (French) 

http://www.ariairan.info/a-loccasion-de-laudience-de-
maryam 

-radjavi-une-manifestation-contre-le-terrorisme-a-eu-lieu- 

devant-le-palais-de-justice-a-paris/ 

On Tuesday, June 5, 2012 around noon, a group of Iranian 
residents in France gathered outside the courthouse in the 

square of St. Michael to deliver their protest against the 
terrorist Rajavi cult. 

French Judges summoned the commanders of the Mojahe-
din to the courthouse to ask for explanations of the PMOI 
leaders on the issue of June 17, 2003 and other terrorist acts 
carried out by this organization on French territory and also 
in other European countries. 

During the demonstration, Iranian and French citizens 
clearly displayed their dissatisfaction with the presence of 
terrorism in France. The event took place under the protec-
tion of the French police and in spite of the presence of a 
large number of Rajavi's agents lurking around the demon-
strators. Demonstrators holding the Iranian flag and with 
flyers in hand shouted "Rajavi is a terrorist" and demanded 
the expulsion of the dangerous cult from France. 

The event attracted the attention of 
French citizens and raised many Page 8 

Panorama 

questions in the minds of the French. Passers- by asked for 

leaflets and posed the question, 'how are these terrorists 
allowed to stay in France?' They also wanted the court pun-
ish these terrorists and expel them from their territory. 
France is not the refuge of terrorism. 

The event ended with the moral support of the French citi-
zens present at the scene as Maryam Rajavi went to court to 
answer questions by French judges. 

The second part of this protest was held in a conference 
room in Paris where protesters held a major debate on the 
issue of foreign terrorism in France and Europe. During this 
meeting, which lasted two hours, the speakers, themselves 
victims of the Rajavi cult, shared painful experiences of 
their lives within the cult. In this debate, the victims of Ra-
javi presented their condolences and sorrow over the death 

Paris Court hearing of Maryam Rajavi - anti-terrorism demonstration held outside 
the court 

Dr Bahieh Djilani, special guest at this meeting, took to the floor to denounce Rajavi's abuses of 
women in the cult. She emphasized that the artificial presence and power of women in this cult is 
a sham that seeks to mislead public opinion. 
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of Mr Hadi Shams Haeri, an activist and former member of 
the PMOI, and also for the death of the father of Mr Alireza 
Nassrollahi. 

Mr Mohammad Hossein Sobhani intervened in the debate to 
tell the story of Mr Haéri, his efforts in revealing the nature 
of the PMOI and his pains and sorrows as a father of being 
deprived of contact with his children by this inhuman organi-
zation. 

Alireza Nasrollahi then told us of his father's life and the suf-
fering that the PMOI had caused. Mr Nassrollahi revealed for 
the first time that the Rajavi cult cut his ties with his family 

by announcing to them the false news of his death in a terror-
ist operation. 

Mr Jahangir Shadanlou was the third speaker in this debate. 
He described the nature of the terrorist activities of the PMOI 

and demanded the expulsion of the cult 
from French territory. He also stressed 

that Iranian residents of the West are fully aware of the na-
ture of this cult and they do not allow themselves to be de-
ceived by the lies of this group. 

 

Dr Bahieh Djilani, special guest at this meeting, took to the 
floor to denounce Rajavi's abuses of women in the cult. She 
emphasized that the artificial presence and power of women 
in this cult is a sham that seeks to mislead public opinion. 

She explained that Rajavi has diverted the minds of PMOI 
members by exercising brainwashing methods on them to 
make them robotic terrorists under his orders. Dr Djilani as-
sured the audience that Rajavi's terrorism and sectarianism 
have failed and the leaders of this organized criminal group 
are making their last steps towards a final fall. 

Videos and pictures of the event will be posted soon. 

Committee of the Victims of the Rajavi cult 

Aria Association 
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Paris Court hearing of Maryam Rajavi - anti-terrorism demonstration held outside 
the court 

During the demonstration, Iranian and French citizens clearly displayed their dissatisfaction with 
the presence of terrorism in France. The event took place under the protection of the French po-
lice and in spite of the presence of a large number of Rajavi's agents lurking around the demon-
strators. Demonstrators holding the Iranian flag and with flyers in hand shouted "Rajavi is a ter-
rorist" and demanded the expulsion of the dangerous cult from France. 



meful and nasty record which has been mentioned in Human 
Rights Watch annual report . 

With the presence of this organization on Iraqi soil and being 
hired by Saddam Hussein with being paid one million dollars 
a day as their wage , they became the fifth column of the Sad-
dam Hussein’s army in the war with Iran . with their presence 
in Iraq , the violation of human rights began increasing 
against the pmoi dissidents by torturing and the imprisonment 
of those dissidents inside the pmoi prisons as well as  sending 
them to the notorious Iraqi prison , Abu ghoraib. All those 
brutal and savage activities against the pmoi dissidents clari-
fied much better the real content and essence of this organiza-
tion. the self immolations of pmoi members in Paris in 2003 
which carried out by the direct order of Maryam Rajavi her-
self to rescue her from the enforcement of the law and justi-
ce , is undeniable and inseparable of the pmoi grim history 
and record . in 2005 , the breach of the humane’s most funda-
mental rights was published in a historical document by the 
Human Rights Watch . 

So far Maryam rajavi has been evoked in different occasions 
by the court of law for their unlawful activities such as the 
terrorist activities , the violation of human rights and the vast 
money laundering . she has tried her best to divert the court 
procedure by giving divertive explanations to the court becau-

se she, as the leader of this organization and responsible 
of all those wrongdoings , has tried her best to conceal 
and hide the reality of her organization in hundreds of 
terrorist acts and ,,,,,,,etc. it is worth knowing that the 
evocation of Maryam Rajavi as a ringleader of this orga-
nization and the first person responsible of all those 
wrongdoings inside and outside of this organization , to 
the court of law is a very important and joyful event and 
good news for the victims of this cult, who has endured 
the brutal and barbaric tortures and imprisonment and 
ordeals for years , and their families as well as the critics 
of this organization. she should be put on historical trial 
before Iranian people and she should be responsive for all 
the crimes she has perpetrated against the Iranian people 
and their children . 

This important event which the pmoi tried its best to hide 
it from the critics of this retarded and unpopular organi-
zation , was revealed and observed by the victims and the 
critics of this organization who participated in a gathering 

in front of the French courthouse to support the French 
courthouse act by their slogans and their interviews outsi-
de of the courthouse and their supportive activities in 
favor of the French courthouse in  front of the courthouse 
had a huge impact on the world and Iranian  public opini-
on . 

Respectfully 

Iran Pen Club 
Page 10 
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It is worth mentioning that people’s mujahedin organization began its terrorist activities since 1960 
by assassinating the top American military advisers in Iran during the shah’ time and then in 
1980,s they began killing and slaying the common people inside Iran and according to the 
published documents , this organization has killed and slaughtered 16000 people including the 
Iranian top government officials . this cult ….. 

The great demonstration and gathering of Mujahedin’s victims in front of the Paris courthouse  

Continued from Page  12 
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Reuters, June 17 2012 

http://www.reuters.com/
article/2012/06/17/ 

idUS28253+17-Jun-
2012+PRN20120617 

LONDON, June 17, 2012 /PRNewswire-USNewswire/ -- Iran-Interlink -- 
Critics of Iran's human rights record are being warned by former MEK mem-
bers in Europe not to be fooled into giving support to a terrorist cult. The 
Iranian Mojahedin-e Khalq (MEK) wants to be removed from the U.S. FTO 
list and is using front organisations to lure paid speakers to a campaign rally 
in VillePinte, Paris on 23 June. 

The warnings come after documents were made available to the U.S. Treasu-
ry linking an array of front organisation finances to companies and invest-
ments controlled by the Mojahedin-e Khalq's leader. Top MEK members are 
also directing political support for the campaign through proxy parliamenta-
ry groups like Friends of a Free Iran. 

Speakers' agencies are being urged to exercise extreme caution regarding the 
MEK's methods for recruiting support. In the U.S., former political and mili-
tary heavyweights have already fallen foul of this tactic, where several are 
currently being investigated for aiding and abetting a terrorist entity. Those 
attending the rally must know they are engaged by organisations with direct 
links to the MEK. 

With the MEK's financial sources exposed it has become possible for vic-
tims to pursue a class action to claim compensation directly from the Raja-
vis. 

Victims of the MEK, including former members who say their basic human 
rights were denied them for years, have launched a legal case for compensa-
tion from the companies which Massoud and Maryam Rajavi use to fund 
their elaborate and expensive propaganda campaigns. Anne Singleton spea-
king for the victims said, "Individuals who accept financial recompense from 
the MEK through its front organisations for speeches or lobbying should 
know that they can no longer claim ignorance and we will pursue them 
through the courts to recover money which should rightfully go to compen-
sate the victims." 

The MEK was removed from European terrorist lists on legal technicalities 
but concerns remain at official levels about the group's propensity to use 
violence. 

In spite of their public bravado, the MEK leaders are facing harsh setbacks. 
Massoud Rajavi's stronghold in Iraq is being dismantled by UNAMI. His 
wife and co-leader Maryam Rajavi was in court last week in Paris to answer 
to charges of terrorism related activities, fraud and slavery. Other high ran-
king MEK members are being pursued for murder and terrorism offences 
relating to Iran, Iraq and France. 

 

SOURCE Iran-Interlink 
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Maryam Rajavi goes on trial for the terrorist activities and violati-
on of human rights. 
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On Tuesday ,5th of June 2012 , Maryam Ghajar Azdanlo the third 
wife of Massoud Rajavi and the leader of the Mujahedin’s cult in 
France , as a result of the terrorist activities and violation of hu-
man rights and the self immolations in Paris and also because of 
hundreds of complaints which have been submitted by the vic-
tims of this organization against her and her cult , she was evoked 
to the French courthouse in Paris for further interrogation and 
cross examination . It is worth knowing that  before her , the 
French courthouse in Paris evoked Mr. Mohammad Saied al Mo-
hadesin and Mr. Mehdi Abrishamchi for their participation in 
terrorist activities along with Massoud and Maryam Rajavi. 

In this regard , a great number of the victims and the former and 
separated members of pmoi in support of the trial of the pmoi 
ringleader gathered in front of the French courthouse in Paris and 
they chanted slogans and waved their banners and placards in 
favor of the French courthouse action . these demonstrators on 
behalf of the captive victims’ families and the families of those 
killed by the Mujahedin’s cult, specially the families who have 
been in sit-in in front of Ashraf garrison in Iraq since two years 
ago , urging and demanding the acceleration of the trial and the 
prosecution of other cult’s officials and operatives who had parti-
cipated in terrorist activities  and violation of human rights along 
with the main ringleaders of the cult, from the French courthouse. 

The demonstration and the gathering of the cult victims and sepa-
rated members and the forums of human rights began at 12.30 
and ended at 15.00 . it is worth knowing that during the gathering 
and demonstration of the cult victims , tens of the thugs and the 
hoodlums of this cult tried their best to disrupt this peaceful and 
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lawful demonstration but with vigilance of the partici-
pants in this gathering and the presence and the support 
of the police , their plot and plan to disrupt this peaceful 
gathering ,failed . 

It is worth mentioning that people’s mujahedin organiza-
tion began its terrorist activities since 1960 by assassina-
ting the top American military advisers in Iran during the 
shah’ time and then in 1980,s they began killing and slay-
ing the common people inside Iran and according to the 
published documents , this organization has killed and 
slaughtered 16000 people including the Iranian top go-
vernment officials . this cult carries the violation of hu-
man rights and imprisonment 
of its own members in its sha- Continued on Page 10 


